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	Enterprise Security: A Data-Centric Approach to Securing the Enterprise, 9781849685962 (1849685967), Packt Publishing, 2013

	A guide to applying data-centric security concepts for securing enterprise data to enable an agile enterprise


	Overview

	
		Learn sample forms and process flows for quick and easy use.
	
		An easy-to-follow reference for implementing information security in the enterprise.
	
		Learn enterprise information security challenges and roadmap to success.



	In Detail


	Enterprise security redefined using a data-centric approach and trust models to transform information security into a business enablement process. It is a unique and forward thinking approach for deciding the best method to secure data in the enterprise, the cloud, and in BYOD environments.


	"Enterprise Security: A Data-Centric Approach to Securing the Enterprise" will guide you through redefining your security architecture to be more affective and turn information security into a business enablement process rather than a roadblock. This book will provide you with the areas where security must focus to ensure end-to-end security throughout the enterprise-supporting enterprise initiatives such as cloud and BYOD.


	"Enterprise Security: A Data-Centric Approach to Securing the Enterprise" will first introduce the reader to a new security architecture model and then explores the must have security methods and new tools that can used to secure the enterprise.


	This book will take a data-centric approach to securing the enterprise through the concept of Trust Models and building a layered security implementation focused on data. This is not your traditional security book focused on point solutions and the network aspect of security.


	This book combines best practice methods with new methods to approach enterprise security and how to remain agile as the enterprise demands more access to data from traditionally untrusted assets, hosted solutions, and third parties. Applied Information Security - A Data-Centric Approach to Securing the Enterprise will provide the reader an easy-to-follow flow from architecture to implementation, diagrams and recommended steps, and resources for further research and solution evaluation.


	This book is a reference and guide for all levels of enterprise security programs that have realized that non-data centric security is no longer practical and new methods must be used to secure the most critical assets in the enterprise.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Enterprise information security challenges and roadmap to success.
	
		Data-centric security architecture.
	
		Applying security through policies, standards, and processes.
	
		Basics of risk analysis, deciding what is valuable and needs to be secured.
	
		Layered security approach from data to network edge.
	
		Securing wireless implementations.
	
		Managing the human element of security through awareness.
	
		Security monitoring and incident management.
	
		Learn sample forms and process flows for quick and easy use.



	Approach


	It's a reference guide to enterprise security programs.
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Solid State Physics: Advances in Research and Applications, Vol. 34Academic Press, 1979
The characteristics and theory of the thermal conductivity of solids was reviewed comprehensively in Volume 7 of this serial publication by Klemens. In a later article, appearing in Volume 12, Mendelssohn and Rosenberg surveyed the theory of and experience with low-temperature thermal conductivity of metals. The review by Slack in this volume...

		

SpamAssassinO'Reilly, 2004
Sys admins can field scores of complaints and spend months  testing software suites that turn out to be too aggressive,  too passive, or too complicated to setup only to discover  that SpamAssassin (SA), the leading open source  spam-fighting tool, is free, flexible, powerful,   highly-regarded, and remarkably effective. The...


		

Calculus: Early TranscendentalsW. H. Freeman, 2007

	
		
			Calculus has a deservedly central role in higher education. It is not only the key to the full range of scientific and engineering disciplines; it is also a crucial component in a student’s intellectual development. I hope my text will help to open up this multifaceted world of ideas for the student. Like a great...







	

175 Ways to Get More Done In Less TimeCornerStone Leadership Institute, 2000
Achieve all the goals you set for yourself with the help of this useful guide. The book is loaded with ways to get things done faster and better so you can accomplish more of your long-term goals.

Want to get things done faster so you can accomplish more of your long-term goals? Okay. We'd all like that to happen. But the question we...


		

Extreme Programming InstalledAddison Wesley, 2000
Preface How much would you pay for a software development team that would do what you want? Wait, don't answer yet--what if they could also tell you how much it would cost, so that you could decide what to do and what to defer, on your way to your deadline? You also get quality software, a robust array of tests that support the project through...


		

Validation and Verification of Automated Systems: Results of the ENABLE-S3 ProjectSpringer, 2019

	The book summarizes the main results of the the project ENABLE-S3 covering the following aspects: validation and verification technology bricks (collection and selection of test scenarios, test executions envionments incl. respective models, assessment of test results), evaluation of technology bricks in selected use cases and standardization...
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